SWITCHWORDS -

“Thoughts become things”

Every

word contains the essence of a particular life experience or desired result.
“Switchwords” are one word affirmations. Using them is like turning on an electric lamp with a
switch. The desired result invariably appears. They can be used in a variety of creative ways
to positively shape our reality. Declare, chant, affirm, sing, say them just once, or repeat them
mantra style several times and watch how effortlessly reality is shaped by your intentions.
These switchwords were discovered by James T. Mangan (1896-1970) through his research
over a period of 50 years. May you use this tremendously useful and powerful tool for your
highest benefit. May you realize that you are not merely a part of this universe…you are a
leading edge participant in this unfolding universe!
Be happy!
The Master Switchword

Together

Fairness, to create

Restore

Extraordinary Accomplishment

Divine

Fault-finding, to stop

Praise

Agreeable, to be (or) Compatible, to be

With

Fear, to discreate

Bluff

Aggression, to end

Confess

"Form" in a sport or skill, to have good

Be

Anger, to end

Clear

Fortune, to build a

Find

Arguing, to stop

Concede

Frustration, to end

Over

Arrogant, to not be

Bow

Future, to predict the

Listen

Balance, to create (or) Adjust to a burden

Adjust

Game, to win a competitive

Fight

Beautiful, to be (or) Critical, to stop being

Praise

Generous, to be

Magnanimity

Beauty, to create

Curve

"Good taste," to have

Copy

Bragging, to stop

Down

Greedy, to not be

Offer

Build, to

Put

Grudge, to bury a

Reverse

Character, to build

Hold

Habit, to quit unwanted

Off

Clinging, to stop

Dedicate

Handsome, to make yourself

Praise

Completion, to create (or) Deadline, to meet

Done

Harmonize well with others

With

Constipation, to relieve

Swivel

Healing, to nurture

Alone

Courage, to have

Swing

Health, to be in good

Be

Cultured, to appear

Classic

Heart's desires, to manifest your

Charm

Debt, to eliminate

Cancel

High Spirits, to be in

Up

Detailed work, to do

Attention

Honesty, to restore

Restore

Distance, to make long seem short

Halfway

Hypersensitivity, to cure

Duck

Dress better, to

Better

Ideas, to get new

On

Drinking alcohol, to stop

Save

Indecision, to eliminate

Help

Efficient, to be

Order

Invent, to

Reach

Ego, to quiet

Quiet

Jealous, to stop being

Rejoice

Energy, to have much

Move

Laziness, to end

Go

Eyesight, to improve

Point

Leader, to be a good

Take

Locate an object, idea or solution

Reach

Remember, to (as in memorize)

Care

Loneliness, to end

Circulate

Remember, to (as in recall)

Reach

Love, to generate, radiate, experience

Love

Remorse, to eliminate

Tomorrow

Mastery, to have in any activity

Together

Resentment, to let go of

Forgive

Mechanic, to be a good

Consider

Revenge, end desire of

Forgive

Memorize, to

Care

Ridicule, to be unaffected by

Be

Mess, to clean up

Order

Repair, to

Divine Order

Miracle, to create a

Divine

Secret, to keep a

Wait

Moderation for, if tempted to excess

Cut

Sell, to

Give

Money, to make

Count

Setback, to transform into an uplift or benefit

Negativity, to end

Cancel

Nervousness, to reduce

Cover

Skill, to learn

Watch

Orator, to be a good

Act

Soothing to others, to be

Sweet

Pain, to reduce

Change

Sleep, to go

Off

Patience, to have

Slow

Swim well, to

Continue

Peace, to be at

Be

Taste, to have good

Copy

Personality, to have great

Chuckle

Telepathy, to use or enhance

Between

Perspective, to gain

Around

Tension, to reduce

Ho

Pettiness, to end

Magnanimity

Tiredness, to reduce

Move

Polite, to be

Tiny

Together, to have it all

Together

Pouting, to stop

Postpone

Transportation, to obtain

On

Problem, to solve

Reach

Trouble, to stop looking for

Shut

Procrastination, to end

Now

Uncertainty, to eliminate

Help

Prolong a good feeling or event

Stretch

Uncomfortable or unpleasant conditions,

Promote, to

For

Protection of body or property, to have

Guard

Untogetherness, to dispel

Uncle

Publicity, to get

Ridiculous

Win a competitive game, to

Fight

Publish a successful newspaper

Personal

Wise, to be

Slow

Publish a successful magazine

Sophisticate

Writing, get in the mood for

Giggle

Regretting, to stop

Thanks

Yawn, to

Go

Relax, to

Ho

Youthful

Learn

for more information visit

Elate

to adjust to

www.lovingsilence.org

Adjust

